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Address CAMYAPI CAM 
Makine İhtisas Organize Sanayi Bölgesi,  
5.Cadde No:6,  
41455 Demirciler Osb/Dilovası/Kocaeli

Country Türkiye

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
We produce high quality architectural and facade glasses in our factory and our machines’ productibility is suitable for jumbo sized glasses (max
6000*3210mm). We have more than 20 years of experience in high quality glass processing and 70% of our works are export to many countries in
Europe, USA and Middle East.

INSULATION GLASSES

These are units made by combining two or more glass plate and filling gap between glass plates with gases (argon etc.) that will provide proper dry air
or insulation compatible with ambient pressure.

LAMINATED GLASS

The production of laminated glass is made by pressing more than one glass layer under heat and pressure with polyvinyl butyral (PVB) foils that are
highly elastic and tear resistant. At 12 bar pressure and 150 ⁰C temperature, the glass is autoclaved to transform into a laminated glass.

TEMPERED GLASS

Tempered glass is a kind of safety glass. The original glass is thermally processed to enhance its strength, a stronger and safer glass form that is often
needed for most applications is created by this way.
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